This popular outfit continues to dominate the market.
In close association with the best law firms of the world and as a founding member of
SEE Legal, Borislav Boyanov & Co. is uniquely positioned to deliver innovative and
comprehensive solutions to the needs of international and local clients.

this top rated firm has its finger on the pulse of the market
Highly regarded for its corporate and finance practice as well as for a strong competition
law practice.
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Borislav Boyanov & Co’s market-leading team provides the full spectrum of competition law expertise,
from merger control issues to state aid and unfair competition matters. Given its corporate transactional
prowess, the team is able to provide a true one-stop-shop service to corporates engaged in significant
mergers.

The team is praised for its focused approach and ability to “serve the interests
of the client”, as opposed to ar guing pointless legal ar guments.
The Legal 500, Mar tindale -Hubbell, Chambers Global, International Law O ffice, IFLR 1000, Prac tical Law Company,
Chambers Europe

Managing Partner

“It is without a
question the best team to
engage in Bulgaria”
Chambers Europe 2009

“Our strategy has been to build the firm as an effective,
first-class team, capable of satisfying the needs of
corporations and governments. Over the last two decades
in partnership with our clients, we have assisted and
guided them with our knowledge, experience, contacts

“Admired for his
professionalism and integrity,
name
partner
Borislav
Boyanov is the driving force
behind the active and visible
team”, being “the ultimate
advertisement for the firm
and an incredibly respected
name in the field”.
Chambers Global

and energy. Our advice on legal issues is provided with
а clear understanding of related business and political
considerations. Whenever necessary, Boyanov & Co. fight
for their clients and the rule of law by all legal means
available. In the same manner our firm has lobbied for the
legitimate clients` interests and the improvement of the
legal and business environment in Bulgaria.
During the most difficult years in South East Europe,
we initiated the establishment of SEE Legal - a unique
organisation of the leading law firms from 12 South East
European countries, in its aims of assisting international
clients and the legal community. In 2000 our firm
established the biannual Balkan Legal Forum, which has
since become a traditional legal conference organised by
us in cooperation with the International Bar Association.
With its six editions it has been internationally recognised
as one of “the most important legal events in the region”.”

Borislav Boyanov
Managing Partner

The Firm

“an excellent team of
young, deal-tested lawyers,
who successfully employ a
Western approach”
Chambers Global

Established in 1990, Boyanov & Co. has earned wide international and local
recognition as the preferred law firm for many transnational businesses expanding
their portfolios in Bulgaria. The firm has advised on most of Bulgaria’s landmark
transactions. Its client portfolio includes over 3,000 local and international
companies, governments, and institutions.
Since its establishment, the firm has always been ranked as a market leader thanks to
excellence of its integrated services, years of experience in international transactions
and structures, in-depth knowledge of local, European, and international law and
the brilliance of its professionals.
The firm provides a broad range of integrated services with particular strengths in
M&A, Restructuring, Banking & Finance, Energy & Natural Resources, TMT, Intellectual
Property, Competition, Real Estate and Dispute Resolution.
Our experience in industries as diverse as aviation, banking and insurance, branded
goods, food and beverages, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, retail and wholesale
trade and distribution, mining, telecommunications, IT and media, allows us unique
insight and a sound knowledge of our clients’ businesses, and their respective
markets, as well as the ability to transfer successful solutions across borders.
We provide our services in Bulgarian, English, German, French, Spanish and
Russian.
The firm is strongly dedicated to supporting the rule of law, the adoption and
implementation of a modern and efficient business regulation, and to furthering
international legal exchange. We have contributed to a wide variety of legislative
initiatives (including by lobbying and providing statements and opinions on
amendments of the Bulgarian Constitution and a number of laws). Lawyers of the
firm work as researchers in leading universities, and contribute regularly to Bulgarian
and international publications in many areas of local, European and international
law.
The firm’s unwavering support for business has made it a valued member of
organisations such as the Confederation of Employers and Industrialists in Bulgaria,
the American Chamber of Commerce in Bulgaria, the German-Bulgarian Chamber
of Commerce, the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the International
Chamber of Commerce Bulgaria, etc. Boyanov & Co.`s partners are active in the
International Bar Association, American Bar Association, INTA, Lord Slynn European
Law Foundation and others.

“This 1990 - established firm
has long had an incredibly good
reputation in the country”
Chambers Global

As the founders of legal institutions such as the Legal Development Foundation and
the Balkan Legal Forum, Boyanov & Co. strives to assist in the formation of a new
generation of modern lawyers in South Eastern Europe, possessed of the highest
ethical standards and professionalism.

Practices
Banking & Finance
„No other Bulgarian firm can
touch them for banking work”
Legal 500

Damian
Simeonov
Partner
Banking & Finance

“Damian Simeonov
is extremely professional
and highly courteous”
Chambers Global

Boyanov & Co. has been at the heart of Bulgaria’s banking and financial markets for the
last two decades advising on some of the most significant transactions in Bulgaria. We
have provided services for: setting up, mergers & acquisitions and licensing of banks,
investment firms, insurers and other financial institutions; passporting of EU licenses
and prospectuses; bank and insurance companies restructurings; banking, investment
and insurance regulatory compliance; acquisition and project financing deals
(including syndicated and club loans); the issuance of governmental and corporate
bonds and state debt rescheduling; local offerings of collective investment schemes,
and other finance transactions. We issue legal opinions on ISDA documentation and
provide legal advice in relation to trade in financial instruments, including derivative
transactions. Boyanov & Co. is among the very few Bulgarian law firms specialising
in aircraft finance and we pride ourselves for having advised on most of the aircraft
financing transactions in Bulgaria.

Commercial

Raina
Dimitrova
Partner
Commercial

We advise and assist our clients in the context of the specifics and the regulatory
framework of their respective industry; on issues such as general commercial
contracts (including distribution, franchising, leasing, etc.), public procurements,
customs and logistics, advertising, consumer protection (product liability,
product safety, labelling, unfair trade practices, etc.), data protection, internet
and e-commerce, general compliance, managers’ and professional liability.
Boyanov & Co. has a strong pedigree in advising in a broad spectrum of
industries; (among many others) foods and consumer goods, spirits, tobacco,
brewing, soft drinks, pharmaceuticals, tourism and related services, media,
music, entertainment and art, branded goods, restaurants, TV and radio, IT,
outsourcing, electronic communications, and other service industries.
Compliance with the requirements of Environmental law is now part of everyday
life for most businesses, which have to comply with the regulatory demands in
relatively short terms. We advise our clients on: waste treatment requirements,
disposal concepts for manufacturing, industry and trade; requirements relating
to installations, in particular approval of installations in the areas of emission
protection, waste and water rights and the environmental impact assessment
requirements; ensuring environmental compliance of their products.

„This leading practice is singled out for its solid expertise and extensive experience in high - profile assignments”
Chamber Global

Practices
Competition

Peter
Petrov
Partner
Competition

“Peter Petrov
is an outstanding adviser”
Chambers Europe

The depth and breadth of our competition law practice is second to none in
this highly specialised and yet crucially important field in Bulgaria. Since the
introduction of modern antitrust and merger control regulation in the country,
Boyanov & Co. has been involved in hundreds of local and international
merger control procedures. We have successfully represented clients in some
of the most complex dominance and price fixing, market-sharing and boycott
-type cartel cases, on cases involving restrictions to parallel trade, as well as
in respect of vertical agreements, in industries as diverse as media, electronic
communications, retail trade, pharmaceuticals, food stuffs, consumer goods,
sub-metering, etc. Our work also covers unfair competition matters, which
include illegal promotions and games, advertising supplements, imitation,
misleading and illegal comparative advertising, where we advise clients or
represent them in proceedings on a daily basis.

“This is undoubtedly the foremost practice around”

Chambers Europe

Corporate

Yordan
Naydenov
Partner
Corporate and M&A

Headed by Yordan Naydenov,
Borislav Boyanov & Co’s ‘very
focused and pragmatic’ 12-lawyer
practice is one of the few outfits in the
country with the capacity to handle
big-ticket M&A mandates.
Legal 500

It would be no exaggeration to say that Boyanov & Co. has played a leading role
in much of the massive structural changes undergone by the Bulgarian economy
during the last two decades. We have helped set up, develop, privatise, and
acquire businesses that now account for a major part of Bulgaria’s GDP and have
thousands of employees and billions of Euros in revenue. Acting for buyers and
sellers, we have been involved in the privatisation of entire industry sectors, such
as banking, cement, electricity distribution, the brewing industry and others.
Boyanov & Co. continues to be involved in the largest private corporate deals,
mergers and reorganisations, making sure that each of our deals and projects can
be quoted as an example of a successful and transparent transaction.
We have always been strong and confident in using a pioneering approach or
corporate structures previously unknown in Bulgaria. These were successfully
tested in some of the largest and most complex corporate projects and M&A
deals. Today we remain committed to finding the most innovative and effective
solutions which would best serve the objectives of our clients.
We approach every assignment as a lifetime commitment. The deal is never over
with closing. On the contrary, work continues on the next day but simply the tasks
and methods are different. It is perhaps for that reason, coupled with our high
ethical standards and integrity, that we have a portfolio of clients which every law
firm would be proud to have.

“Large enough to have people specialising – still rare in

Practices
Energy & Natural Resources

Alexander
Chatalbashev
Partner
Energy and
Natural Resources

“Alexander Chatalbashev
is definitely the man to turn to”
Legal 500

Bulgaria’s energy market has seen tremendous changes in the last decade evolving
from a completely state - owned monopoly to a liberalised market and we are proud
to have been an active participant in that process. Our unique blend of expertise
covers a range of industry niches across the sector – from nuclear energy and
renewable energy to oil and gas, and emission trading. Nuclear energy and nuclear
- liability issues have been one of the focuses of our practice for the last 16 years,
dealing with the rehabilitation, operation and management of the Kozloduy NPP as
well as the planned construction of the new Belene NPP. We acted for the Bulgarian
government on the privatisation of all seven electricity-distribution companies and
for a number of foreign investors in the process of privatisation of thermal - power,
hydropower and district - heating facilities, as well as on electricity - trading rules.
Boyanov & Co. has advised on the implementation of the Burgas-Alexandroupolis
oil pipeline and the Nabucco and South Stream gas pipelines, as well as investors
in the emerging sector of regional gas distribution, along with various stakeholders
in a number of gas exploration and petroleum distribution projects. Over the last
five years we have participated in the booming development of renewable energy
projects advising industry leaders on dozens of projects. Our lawyers have been
involved in a number of initiatives of the largest Bulgarian industry - associations,
aiming to improve the regulatory and business environment for the sector and
assure sustainable development. The firm has also advised a number of international
clients on emission trading and climate protection.
Since 1994, Boyanov & Co. has worked for the major players in the local mining
industry advising them on acquisition and operation of mines, quarries, flotation
facilities, expanding their operations, procedures for awarding of exploration permits
and extraction concessions. The firm advises construction-materials companies and
the largest players in mineral water business.

Headed by Alexander Chatalbashev, Borislav Boyanov & Co’s first-class
practice is capable of handling mandates emanating from all sectors of the
energy industry, including advising on regulatory concerns, due diligence,
acquisitions and restructurings.

Intellectual Property

Chambers Global

Our Intellectual Property group consists of lawyers, economists and science
and technology specialists in the field of electronics, computer software,
chemistry, mechanical, civil and electrical engineering. This unique team
is dedicated to providing integrated and efficient services by: representing
our clients before the Bulgarian and European Patent Offices for granting
national and European patents; the OHIM for registration of Community
Dipl. Eng.
Trademarks and Designs and before WIPO for filing PCT patent applications
Natasha Andreeva and International Trademarks registration; filing oppositions, cancellation and
Manager
revocation requests; monitoring for infringing applications; working on IP
Intellectual Property
agreements and IP management. Boyanov & Co. represents clients in actions
to protect their IP rights before the courts, the prosecutor’s office, customs and
other authorities in cases of counterfeit products and illegal parallel imports,
“Headed by Natasha Andreeva, including implementation of border-control measures and follow-up actions
on seizure and destruction of infringing goods.

Borislav Boyanov & Co.’s IP practice
is extremely reliable and well known
in the market”

“A superb IP team, comprising both highly experienced IP
practitioners and patent attorneys”

Chambers Europe

Chambers Europe

the Bulgarian market – and it’s def initely a strength”
Chambers Global

Practices
Litigation

Kina Chuturkova
Partner
Litigation & ADR

Boyanov & Co. is recognised for its excellent performance in
litigation due both to our famous litigators (former Supreme
Court judges and long-standing barristers), and to our young
and results-oriented team members. Our leading expertise
across all areas of business law and our endeavour to establish
the rule of law, enables us to handle large-scale and complex
disputes, before the civil/commercial and administrative
courts, in international and domestic litigation and arbitration.
Our firm represents major corporations, banks, industry
associations, municipalities and governments in matters such
as commercial, property, labour, tax and insolvency disputes,
in appealling governmental acts and regulations, across
industries including banking and finance, metallurgy, mining,
media, pharmaceuticals, consumer products, information
technology, branded goods, and environmental liability issues
and representation before courts and authorities in connection
with environmental law litigation. Our team includes registered
mediators and arbitrators.

„The highly regarded team at Borislav Boyanov &
Co represents a number of well-known foreign entities,
ranging from big names in the precious metals and mining
industries to pharmaceutical companies, tobacco companies
and distilleries”
Chambers Europe

Real Estate & Infrastructure
„Co-head of the real estate group
Nickolay Nickolov has a great
reputation in the sector, which clients
state is very useful when it comes to
tricky negotiations”
Nickolay
Nickolov

Chambers Global
Partner
Real Estate and Infrastructure

The firm has successfully advised a substantial number of
owners, developers and creditors of real estate projects
including industrial facilities and parks, logistics centres,
mountain and sea coast resorts, golf courses, office
buildings, retail buildings and malls, condominiums and
residential communities, entertainment and hospitality
facilities and mixed-use projects. Over the years Boyanov
& Co. has been involved in almost all landmark deals in
Sofia, such as the acquisitions of the first and biggest office
building, the largest department store; the three leading
hotels, the acquisition and commercialisation of most of
the shopping malls, and others. We have advised on the
expansion of large foreign retail chains and internationally
renowned networks of restaurants. This practice group is
experienced in construction business and infrastructure.

„This outstanding group is lauded for its reliability, high quality and quick service”
Chambers Europe

Press pub.
As a result of daily interaction with the legal issues high
on the agenda of business and practitioners, the lawyers
of Boyanov & Co. regularly contribute to the local and
international legal discourse with participation in leading
publications in their respective fields of law. Whether
in aircraft law, competition, mergers and acquisitions,
commercial law, consumer protection, intellectual property
or banking and finance, we are keen to share our experience
and discuss innovative solutions which cater to the ever changing needs of clients.
With publications addressed to the business and the
general public, our aim is to educate about risks and
advance opportunities, created by developments of law,
and create a better business environment. Lawyers of the
firm regularly contribute also to the theoretical debate in
some of the leading academic publications in Bulgaria.

The South East Europe Legal Group (SEE Legal) is a unique organisation of leading independent law firms from
South East European countries. Each member firm is a market leader in its respective jurisdiction.
Serbia
Croatia

Republic of Macedonia

Slovenia

Romania

Bulgaria
Boyanov & Co.

Bosnia & Herzegovina
Turkey

Montenegro

Albania

Kosovo
Greece

The f irm is among the founders of the SEE Legal alliance of domestic top tier firms in SouthEastern Europe and clients believe it provides a great gateway to the region.

Chambers Global

Clients
A&D Pharma
ABB
Abbott
ABN AMRO Bank
Abrotea International
ACE International
Acer Incorporated
Adidas International
Advent International
Corporation
Aegean Airlines
Aer Cap Aviation Solutions
Africa Israel Europe
AIG Consumer Finance
Air BP Limited
Air Malta
Alcon
ALICO
Allied Irish Banks
Alpha Bank
Alstom
Amadeus
Amazon
American International
Group
American Restaurants
Amphora group
Anglo Irish Bank
Anheuser Busch InBev
Ansaldo Segnalamento
Ferrovario
AO Avtovaz
ARCH Reinsurance
Avery Dennison Bulgaria
Asarel Medet
Association of Researchbased Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers in Bulgaria
Astra Zeneca
Atia Real Estate Developments
Aurubis
Aventis CropScience
AWAS
AXA UK
Babcock & Brown
BAE Systems Avionics
Balkan Mineral and Mining
Balkan News Corporation
Bank Austria Creditanstalt
Bank of America
Bank of New York
Barclays Capital
Basalt AG
Bayer Schering Pharma
Bayern LB
Bear, Stearns International
Limited
Bechtel Corporation
Belgian National Export
Credit Agency
Bell Helicopter Textron
BHP Minerals
Biomeda
Baumax
BNP Paribas
BOC Aviation
Boyar Estates
BP Chemicals Limited
BP Oil International
Limited
Brown-Forman Spirits
BRS
Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences
BYTE Computers
Cabletel
CALYON
Cardif Assurance Vie
Cardif-Assurances Risques
Divers
CB Richard Ellis Limited

Celulosa de Caima
Central Asia Mineral
Limited
CESCE
Chelopech Mining
Cisco
CIT Aerospace
Citibank
Cleves
Coca Cola HBC
Cognac Godet
Commerzbank
Compania De Navigatie
Fluviala Romana Navrom
Corinthia
Corus International
Cosmote Mobile Telecommunications
Credit Suisse First Boston
Crown Agents for Oversea
Governments & Administrations Limited
CSN
Curtis/Balkan
Daikin Airconditioning
Daiwa Europe
Dawnay, Day Europe Ltd
Decotex
DEGI
Denia Group
Deutsche Bahn
Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Structured
Finance
Deutsche Telecom
Devin
Dexia
Diageo
Dirent
Dow Chemicals
Dow Jones
Dresdner Kleinwort
DuPont Bulgaria
DuPont de Nemours and
Company
Dundee Precious Metals
EADS
EBRD
ECC International
ECOPACK Bulgaria
Edwards Logistics
EFG Eurobank Ergasias
Efibanca
Egged Holding Limited
Electrawinds
Electron Progress
Embassy of Ireland
Embassy of Portugal
Embassy of the Kingdom
of Spain
Embassy of South Africa
Embassy of the United
States of America
Emerson
Emmis International
Emporiki Bank-Bulgaria
ENEL Produzione
Enersys
Eolica Bulgaria
EPSON
EQT
Equest
ESAB
Eurobank EFG Bulgaria
Eurocom Cable Management Bulgaria
EurOmax
Europa Capital Emerging
Europe
Europay International
European Commission
European Investment

Bank
European Investment
Fund
Export Development
Canada
F.B.G. Immobiliare
F.Hoffmann-La Roche
Ferrero
Finanziaria Internazionale
Fischer Profil
Fitch Ratings
Fortisbank
Forton International
Fox International Channels
Furla
G4S Security
Gameloft
GE Consumer Finance
GE Lighting Tungsram
Gedeon Richter
General Electric Company
GlaxoSmithKline
Glencore International
Goldman Sachs International
Google
Grafiti BBDO
Groupe Inter Parfums
Gruppo Bacardi-Martini
Grupo Enhol
Gruppo Minerali
GTECH Corporation
GTS
Guggenheim aero Finance
Company
Halyvourgia Thessalias
Hamberger Bulgaria
Hapoalim Bank
Harris Corporation
Hauraton
HeidelbergCement
Hewlett-Packard Company
HIT
Hochtief AirPort
Hostway Corporation
HSBC
HYPO Alpe-Adria-Bank
Iacovou Brothers (Constructions)
Ideal Standard
ILF Beratende Ingenieure
ING Bank
Intellisync Corporation
IKEA
International Finance
Corporation
Intesa San Paolo
Investkredit Bank
Isomat
ISTA
Jack Daniel’s
Johnson & Johnson
Johnson Ceramics
JPMorgan Chase Bank
Julius Baer
Kamenitza
Karoll Finance
Kendle Branches
Knorr Bestfoods
KOC Holding
Kraft Foods
L’Oreal
Lamda Developments
Lenovo
Leo Burnett
Lloyd’s
Louis Dreyfus
Louis Vuitton Moet
Hennesy
Macquarie Aircraft Leasing
Maersk Sealand
Marius Pedersen

Markan
Martinsa Fadesa
Marubeni
MaxXium
McDonald’s
Mechel
Merck Sharp & Dohme
IDEA
Merrill Lynch International
Messer
METRO Cash & Carry
Mezzanine Management
Microsoft Corporation
Miller Triwaks Media
Mineral Resources
Minerali Industriali
Mobexpert
Monsanto
Morgan Stanley
Motorola
Mott MacDonald
Münchner Grund Immobilien Bauträger
Munich Re
Nabucco Gas Pipeline
International
Nestle
NEVEQ
News Corporation
News Outdoor
Nokia Corporation
Nomura International
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Novartis
Nubiola Pigmentos
Ogilvy & Mather
OMV
Oracle
ORIX Aviation
OTIS
Panasonic
PartyGaming
Pepe (UK) Limited
Pernod Ricard
Pfizer
Philip Morris
Philips
Piraeus Bank
Plaisio Computers
Plovdiv Municipality
Port Vidin
Praktiker
ProCredit
Procter & Gamble
Q Aviation
Quintiles
Radio FM+
Raiffeisen Zentralbank
Osterreich
Rainbow
Randstad
Moody International
Reebok
Retal Balkan
REWE
Rio Tinto
Rompetrol
Romtelecom
Royal Bank of Scotland
RP Global
RWE
Sanyo
SAP
SBC Warburg Dillon Read
SBS Broadcasting Europe
Schering Plough
Security Management
Technologies Bulgaria
SEDESA
SG Expressbank
SGRF

Shell
Sibi OOD
Siemens AG
Sky News
SMBC Capital Markets
Societe Generale
Sofia Municipality
Sofiafund
Sol Melia
Sony
Soravia
SOREMARTEC
Spirits International
SPL Powerlines
Standard Chartered Bank
State Street Bank
Statoil Hydro
Subaru Motors
SUEZ Environment
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation
Sun Chemical
Sutherland Global Services
Telefonica
Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries
Textron
The Bank of New York
The Coca-Cola Company
The World Bank
Thomas Cook
Thygesen Textile
TLC Transport-, Informatikund Logistik-Consulting
Toplofikacia- Rousse
Trafigura Beheer
Travelex Money Transfers
Tupperware
Turkcell
Turkish Exim Bank
Turk Telekom
UBB ALICO Insurance
Company
UBM Realitätenentwicklung
UBS Investment Bank
Umarex
UniCredit Bulbank
Unicredit Clarima Banca
UniCredito Italiano
Unilever
UNIQA
Unisys
United Bulgarian Bank
United States Steel Corporation
US Department of Justice
– Office of Foreign Litigation
Vayshia Beach Bulgaria
Visa Europe
Vodafone
Wachovia Bank
Warburg Pincus International
Warner Bros. Entertainment
Wavin
West LB
Western American Industries
Westinghouse
William Grant & Sons
Limited
Wing Equity
WIZZ Air
World Star Aviation
Zabar Management
Zodiac Maritime Agencies
Zurich Insurance Company

Excellent technical skills and exceptional in-depth
understanding of the Bulgarian business envir onment.

The f irm has a well-deserved reputation for reliability and quality.
O f f e r i n g a “ v e r y b l u e - c h i p s e r v i c e”.

The Antitrust/Competition “is undoubtedly the foremost practice around”
and “is without question the best team to engage in Bulgaria”.

the approach it takes is to international standards

Bori s l av Boya nov & Co ha s a ma rket lea ding t ea m .
One of the largest local fir ms and enjoying a legendar y reputation.
Widely regarded for its solid and reliable advice,
the team is credited with par ticularly good
understanding of ownership rights.

Historically among the most powerful privatization practices in Bulgaria, more recently Borislav
Boyanov & Co has been positioning itself to deploy its expertise in PPP infrastructure deals and
post-privatization investment by foreign entities.
The Legal 500, Mar tindale -Hubbell, Chambers Global, Chambers Europe, Prac tical Law Company, IFLR 1000

82, Patriarch Evtimii Blvd.
Sof ia 1463, Bulgaria
Phone: +359 2 805 50 55
Fax: +359 2 805 50 00

